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Location of Beira
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Objectives Masterplan Beira 2035

Stakeholders involved in SWOT
analysis and planning
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Major threats
• Climate change
• Sea level rise
• Change rainfall patterns (more
frequent and high intensity rainfall)
• Coastal protection
• Reduced drainage capacity

Strengths

Container Traffic (Real and Forecast)
Between 2000 and 2015

» Location Beira
» Port and rail/road connections
» Land available
» Urban structure and arquitecture
» Labor force and human capital
» Local universities
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Major weaknesses
» Lack of planning and governance capacity
» No law enforcement
» Poor water management
» Quality of life
» Clogged transport system
» Financial situation municipality
» Highly insecure financial situation

Opportunities
•
•
•
•
•
•

Growing economy
Increased attention for Beira
New dredging equipment
Tourist development
Land and demand for housing
Beira corridor
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Beira Spatial plan for 2035 spatial plan for 2035
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Rationale of Beira land development
Concession practices and capacity to coordinate integrated urban
development of CMB needs improvement (knowledge, financial, human
resources, databases)
• Huge amounts of sand are needed:
– soil conditions in future expansion areas port and industry are highly
unfavorable
– sand suppletion for coastal protection
– railway and road construction and improvement
• Sand can be (partly) delivered by new dredging vessel
• Financing capacity of CMB is weak
• Proper planning of expansion areas is required to guarantee
sustainability of new infrastructure

Creation of a Land development Company
Main goals of the project are:
• To finance future expansion of Beira
• To manage for effective and efficient sand delivery and land
development
• To improve capacity to coordinate concessioning and integrated
urban planning
• To provide dry land and plots for residential and industrial purposes.
These plots should be further made adequate for construction (i.e.
leveling);
• To facilitate adequate (good quality) housing, industrial plots and
basic infrastructure, specifically drainage and transport infrastructure.
• To improve financing capacity of CMB
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Some ongoing projects

Lunchlezing 11 november 2013
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Full commitment of Municipality
“The Mayor of Beira,
the city council and the staff
are committed to have the
Master plan Beira 2035
in full implementation by 2018 in
order to
make Beira a resilient, prosperous
and beautiful city”
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Some lessons learned on
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

It is peoples work!
Networking
Long-term relationships
Trust building
Serendipity
Grab opportunities as they come
Facilitate leadership
Entrepreneurship, leave comfort zones
Commitment (it is not only about making
profit …)
• Beira’s art-deco as inspirational and unique
selling point: under exploited for the moment

Lets do it together. We deserve it
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